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186.

Chapter 1 – 4th Pada

Introduction :
1, 2, 3, Padas :
• Vakya – Vichara Vedantic statements revealing Jagat Karanam.
• Brahma as primary import of Shastra.
• 1st Pada : Clear clues.
• 2nd & 3rd Pada : Indirect clues.
One Aim :
• Samanvaya – consistency in revealing Brahman.
4th Pada :
• Pada – Vichara words like Avyaktam, Mahat, Ajaha Analysed.
4th Pada
8 Adhikaranams

28 Sutras
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1st Adhikaranam [Topic 32]
Anumanika Adhikaranam
7 Sutras

187.

a) Vishaya :
• Avyaktam word in Katho Upanishad :

Beyond the great (Mahat) is the unmanifested (Avyaktam). Beyond the Avyaktam (Prakrti) is the Purusa ; beyond the
Purusa there is nothing ; that is the end ; that is the highest goal. [I – III – 11]

b) Samshaya :
Avyaktam
Purva Pakshi

Siddantin

- Sankhya Achetana Pradhanam /
Prakrti.
- Matter principle
- Has existence independent of
consciousness.
- Svatantra Achetana Tatvam

- Chetana Hiranyagarbha Tatvam
of Vedanta.
- Avyakta Purusha.
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Siddantin :
a) Primary Approach :
• Avyaktam is Physical body alone in Katho Upanishad Chapter I – III – 11 indicated in
Ratha Kalpana – Chariot imagery.
b) Secondary approach :
• Basic matter, energy – dependent on consciousness for existence.
• Independent matter does not exist.
• Paratantra Moola Karanam = Dependent matter principle.
• Achetana Svatantra Tatvam, Pradhanam not accepted.
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188. Sutra 1 : [Topic 32 – Sutra 107]

If it be said that in some (recensions of the Vedas) that which is inferred (i.e. the
Pradhana) (is) also (mentioned), (we say) no, because (the word ‘Avyakta’ occurring in
the Katha Upanishad) is mentioned in a simile referred to the body (and means the
body itself and not the Pradhana of the (Sankhyas); (the Sruti) also explains (it).
[I – IV – 1]

•

Sankhya and vedanta have Anonya Adhyasa because of similarities – Sadrishya Dosha.

Word Analysis :
a) Anumanikam Api :
•

Sankhya Pradhanam also revealed in some branches of vedas is inferred as Karana
Prapancha.

•

In vedanta Karana Prapancha revealed through Shastra.

•

Sutra 1 – 1 – 18

1–1–3

“Word Anumanam” used as Pradhanam

(Brahman is not known from any other source), since the scriptures are the valid
means of Its knowledge.[I–1– 3]
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Because of wishing or willing in the scriptural passage we cannot say even
inferentially that Anandamaya means Pradhana. [I – I – 18]

b) Iti Chet :
•

If it is argued thus.

c) Sharira Rupaka Binnayasta Grihite :

•

Physical body introduced through Chariot imagery – by Avyaktam in Katho Upanishad
Chapter 1 – 3 – 11.

Beyond the great (Mahat) is the unmanifested (Avyaktam). Beyond the Avyaktam (Prakrti) is the Purusa ; beyond the
Purusa there is nothing ; that is the end ; that is the highest goal. [I – III – 11]

d) Api : Purva Pakshi
•

Not only your Brahman is revealed by Tattu Samanvayat, but my Pradhanam also
revealed.

e) Eke Sham :
•

In certain branches of Katho Upanishad.

f) Darshayati Cha :
•

Veda itself clarifies thus.
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Background :

I) Similarities – Sankhya / Vedanta :
•

Sankhya claims vedic support because their words appear in Vedas – Prakrti,
Avyaktam, Purusha.

•

Vedanta Darshanam called Sankhya yoga in Gita – 2nd Chapter.

•

Kapila Muni in Sankhya philosophy and in Vedanta also.

Bagavatam :
•

Revealer of Sankhya to mother Devahuti.

Prakrti :

•

Achetana Tatvam, inert, Anaadi, known as Avyaktam in Sankhya and Vedanta.

Gita :
Arjuna said : Prakrti (Matter) and Purusa (Spirit), also the
Ksetra (the Field) and Ksetrajna (the Knower-of-the-field),
Knowledge and that which ought to be known – these, I
wish to learn, O Kesava. [Chapter 13 – Verse 1]

•

Basic matter, unmanifest matter evolves to become manifest universe.
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Svetasvataro Upanishad :

Know then that Nature is Maya, and that the great God is the Lord of Maya. The whole world is filled with beings who
form His parts. [Chapter 4 – Verse 10]

Purusha :
•

Evolves into Prapancha Chetana Tatvam sentient, Anaadi in Sankhya + Vedanta.

•

Sankhya claims Pramanyam – Sruti support, validity for its philosophy.

•

In 2nd Chapter – Sankhya is refuted. Sankhya accepts veda but interprets wrongly.
Sankhya / Veiseshika / Yoga / Nyaya
Primary

Secondary

- Logic

- Vedas

- Based on human

- Not prominent

Vedanta
Primary
- Apaurusheya
Veda

Secondary
- Logic
- Supports Sruti

intellect
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II) Dissimilarities – Sankhya – Vedanta :
Sankhya

Vedanta

a) Pradhanam (Karana Prapancha) –
storehouse in which whole universe is
located is independent.
- Mango tree in seed form.

a) Karana Prapancha is dependent,
Mithya unreal.
- Answer of Siddantin in 3rd Sutra.
- 1st and 2nd Sutra Teases Purva Pakshi
and gives mischievous answer.

b) Prakrti and Purusha 2 independently
existing principles.
- Svatantram
- Both equally real
- Dvaitam, parallel entities.
- Matter and spirit separate entities.
- Matter alone Material Cause of
creation.

b) Chaitanyam is Material Cause +
Intelligence Cause of creation.
- Prakrti is dependent on Purusha.
- Prakrti is power, Shakti of Purusha,
instrument of Purusha.
- Whatever Prakrti does is attribute to
Purusha.
Example :
- Pen – Karanam
Can’t write independently
- Speaking power has no independent
existence.
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Sankhya

Vedanta

c) Achetana Prakrti Karana Vada
Support :
- Katho Upanishad : 1 – 3 – 10 & 11
- Arundhati Darshana Nyaya.
- Gita :
Dhyayato vishayam… [2 – 62]
Interior

Superior

Sense organs

Sense objects

Sense objects

Mind

Mind

Buddhi

Buddhi

Mahat (Samashti Buddhi)

Mahat

Prakrti = Avyaktam

Prakrti

Purusha

c) Chetana Brahma Karana Vada
Support :
- Taittriya Upanishad :
Yatho va imani….
- Janmadasya yataha –
1st Chapter – 2nd Sutra.

- Mahat, Avyaktam, Purusha common
to both.
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Katho Upanishad :

Beyond the senses are the sense-objects ; beyond these objects is the mind; beyond the mind is the intellect and beyond
the intellect is the Great Self. [I – III – 10]

Beyond the great (Mahat) is the unmanifested (Avyaktam). Beyond the Avyaktam (Prakrti) is the Purusa ; beyond the
Purusa there is nothing ; that is the end ; that is the highest goal. [I – III – 11]

Gita :
When a man thinks of objects, attachment for them
arises; from attachment desire is born; from desire arises
anger…. [Chapter 2 – Verse 62]

Taittriya Upanishad :

To him (Bhrgu) he (varuna) a gain said : “that from which these beings are born ; that by which, having been born, these
beings live and continue to exist ; and that into which, when departing, they all enter ; that seekest thou to know. That is
Brahman”. He, (Bhrgu) performed penance ; and after having done penance…. [3 – 1 – 2]
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Brahma Sutra :
That (is Brahman) from which (are derived) the birth etc. of this (Universe) [I – 1 – 2]

Sankhya
d) Prakrti Independent

Vedanta
d) What type of dependence between
Prakrti and Purusha?
Satyam

Mithya / Maya

- Higher order of
reality

- Lower order,
less real.
- Not imagination

- From Vyavaharika angle, Brahman is
Karanam.
e) Karana Prapancha is Satyam real,
Svatantram
- Reference : 1 – 3 – 11
Katho Upanishad :

e) Karana Prapancha dependent,
Paratantram, Mithya, unreal.

Beyond the great (Mahat) is the unmanifested (Avyaktam). Beyond the Avyaktam (Prakrti) is the Purusa ; beyond the
Purusa there is nothing ; that is the end ; that is the highest goal. [I – III – 11]
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Avyaktam
Vachyartha

- Shariram in potential form
- Physical body in unmanifest
form.
•

Lakshyartha

- Jivatma traveller

Before revealing Purusha by Arundhati Nyaya, Ratha Kalpana imagery in Katho
Upanishad :

Know the Atman as the Lord of the chariot, who sits within it and the body as the chariot, Know the intellect as the
charioteer and the mind as, verily, the reins. [I – III – 3]

The sense (and the instincts) they say, are the horses, and their roads are the sense-objects. The wise call Him the
enjoyer (when He is) united with the body, the sense and the mind. [I – III – 4]
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Chariot
a) Chariot
b) Horses
c) Reins
d) Driver
e) Road
j) Yajaman

Spiritual Journey
a) Body
b) Sense organs
c) Mind
d) Buddhi
e) Sense objects
j) Jivatma - indweller

Siddantin :
•

Imagery and teaching tallys.

•

Avyaktam and Shariram in potential form alone tally.
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189. Sutra 2 : [Topic 32 – Sutra 108]

But the subtle (body is meant by the term Avyakta) on account of its capability (of
being so designated). [I – IV – 2]

Word Meaning :
a) Tu :
•

However.

b) Sukshmam :
•

Body in causal state is primary meaning of Avyaktam here in Katho Upanishad :

Beyond the great (Mahat) is the unmanifested (Avyaktam). Beyond the Avyaktam (Prakrti) is the Purusa ; beyond the
Purusa there is nothing ; that is the end ; that is the highest goal. [I – III – 11]

c) Tad Aharvat :
•

That is appropriate here. Karana Shariram deserves Word Avyaktam – Body in
potential, Unmanifest form.

•

Avyaktam indirectly refers to Sthula Shariram.
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Analysis :
Karana Shariram

Vachyartha
-

Lakshyartha

Avyaktam
Unmanifest
Karana Shariram
Mukhya Artha, Primary meaning

- Sthula Shariram
- Implied meaning

Satva
Primary Meaning

Secondary Meaning

- Satva Guna
- Cause
- Avyaktam in Katho Upanishad 1 – 3 – 11

- Mind effect, produce born out of
Satva Guna.

•

Cause and effect words inter changeable in Shastra.

•

Avyaktam and Sthula Shariram is interchanged in the mischief in 1st Sutra.

Vyasa Accepts :
•

Primary meaning of Avyaktam as Karana Shariram but Sthula Shariram indicated
indirectly like Satva Shabda is Antahkarana Artatvat.
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190. Sutra 3 : [Topic 32 – Sutra 109]

On account of its dependence (on the Lord, such a previous seminal condition of the
world may be admitted, because such an admission is) reasonable. [I – IV – 3]

Word Analysis :
a) Tad Adinatvat :
• Tad = Brahman – Adinatvat – dependent.
• Being dependent on Brahman, Avyaktam is not independent Pradhanam of Sankhya.
b) Artha Vatu :
• Dependent Avyaktam is purposeful also.
Avyaktam
Sankhya
•
•
•

Dvaita Philosophy
Independent of Purusha.
Satyam
Svatantram

Vedantin
-

Advaita Philosophy
dependent on Purusha
Mithya
Paratantram

Prakrti, Avyakta, Maya is useful, purposeful as support for Brahman Jagat Karanam.
Svatantara Brahman not cause of creation.
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Prakrti has no independent existence.

•

Brahman to become cause, Prakrti becomes Avyaktam.

•

Avyaktam – Primary meaning is Karana Avastha of entire universe Jagat Karana
Avastha.

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

This (universe) was then undifferentiated. It differentiated only into name and form – it was called such and such, and
was of such and such form. So to this day it is differentiated only into name and form – it is called such and such, and is
of such and such form. This self has entered into these bodies up to the tip of the nails – as a razor may be put in its case,
or as fire, which sustains the world, may be in it source. People do not see It, for ()viewed in Its aspects) It is incomplete.
When It does the function of living, It is called the vital force; when It speaks, the organ of speech; when It sees, the eye;
when It hears, the ear; and when It thinks, the mind. These are merely Its names according to functions. He who
meditates upon each of this totality of aspects does not know, for It is incomplete, (being divided) from this totality by
possessing a single characteristic. The Self alone is to be meditated upon, for all these are unified in It. Of all these, this
Self alone should be realised, for one knows all these through It, just as one may get (an animal) through its foot – prints.
He who knows It as such obtains fame and association (with his relatives). [I – IV – 7]

•

Avyakta = Karana Prapancha.
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Gita :
From the unmanifest, all the manifest proceed at the
coming of the ‘day’; at the coming of ‘night’, they
dissolve verily in that alone, which is called the
unmanifest. [Chapter 8 – Verse 18]

•

Avyakta = Karana Prapancha.

Svetasvataro Upanishad :

Know then that Nature is Maya, and that the great God is the Lord of Maya. The whole world is filled with beings who
form His parts. [Chapter 4 – Verse 10]

•
•

If Prakriti is Karanam, Brahman need not be known as Eka Vigyanam.
What are advantages when Chetana Brahma is Jagat Karanam?
a) Sruti support is there.
b) Eka Vigyana Pratigya possible, established.
Problem :
a) Sruti says Brahman = Karya Karana Vilakshana.
b) If Karanam Brahman becomes world, Brahman will be Savikaram.
Solution :
• Kevala Brahman alone Jagat Karanam. Brahman has Shakti, energy, called Avyaktam,
Maya, Avidya, Indriya Agochara to become Jagat Karanam.
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Vedanta :
• Shanti, Prakrti, Ishvara, Trigunatmika is Brahma Ashraya.
Gita :
Verily, this divine illusion of Mine made up of gunas
(caused by the qualities) is difficult to cross over; those
who take refuge in Me, they alone can cross over this
illusion. [Chapter 7 – Verse 14]

• Maya’s Ashraya = Brahman.
Problem :
• Soundarya Lahari – 1st Sloka Prakrti, Shakti – Eternal like Brahman how Advaitam?
Brahman

Maya

- Paramartika Eternal reality
- Jnani knows both eternal Brahman
and eternal Maya Shakti.

- Vyavaharika eternal unreality.
- Gita : Chapter 15 – Verse 3
- Shakti not active but passive like speaking
power, invisible.
- Speaking power both active + inactive form
- Maya active + inactive form.
- Ajnani counts it as 2.
- Experientially Maya Jagat accepted.
Its form is not here perceived as such, neither its end, nor
its foundation or resting-place ; having cut asunder this
firm-rooted Peepul-tree with the strong axe of non601
attachment. [Chapter 15 – Verse 3]

191. Sutra 4 : [Topic 32 – Sutra 110]

And because it is not mentioned (that the Avyakta) is to be known (it cannot be the
Pradhana of the Sankhyas). [I – IV – 4]

Word Analysis :
a) Jneyatva :

•

Thing to be known for liberation – in Sruti.

b) Avachanat :
•

Because of non-mention of knowability of Avyaktam for liberation, Avyaktam is not
Pradhanam.

c) Cha :
•

Addition reason also.
Sankhya
- To attain Moksha Purusha and
Avyaktam both to be distinctly
known.

Vedanta
- Eka vastu
- Knowledge of Purusha alone
required for Moksha.
- Brahma Vigyanena Moksha – not
Maya Vigyanena.
- Avyakta is dismissed. Atmavitu
Shokham Tarati.
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Katho Upanishad :

Beyond the senses are the sense-objects ; beyond these objects is the mind; beyond the mind is the intellect and beyond
the intellect is the Great Self. [I – III – 10]

Beyond the great (Mahat) is the unmanifested (Avyaktam). Beyond the Avyaktam (Prakrti) is the Purusa ; beyond the
Purusa there is nothing ; that is the end ; that is the highest goal. [I – III – 11]

•

Stepping stone.

This Atman hidden in all beings reveals (itself) not (to all), but is seen (only) by Seers of the subtle through sharp and
subtle intellect. [I – III – 12]

•

Purusha – final thing to be known.

Recap : Sutra 1 – 4
•

Avyaktam = Unmanifest form of universe. That which is not revealed by sense organs
– Apratyaksham, known only by Anumanam.

•

World in potential form before creation = Avyaktam.
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•

Confusion is regarding status of this Avyaktam.
Sankhya

Science

Vedanta

- Unmanifest – matter is
Svatantram, has
independent existence.
- Matter + Spirit 2
separate Parallel entities.
- In between science +
Vedanta.

- Matter real,
consciousness depends
on matter, phenomenon
in Brain.

- Consciousness is real,
independent substance
matter depends on
consciousness.
- Maya not thing to be
known but rejected.
- Chetana Paratantra
Karana Prapancha.
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192. Sutra 5 : [Topic 32 – Sutra 111]

And if you maintain that the text does speak (of the Pradhana as an object of
knowledge) we deny that; because the intelligent (supreme) Self is meant on account
of the general subject matter. [I – IV – 5]

Word Analysis :

a) Vadati :
•

Veda speaks of something to be known in Katho Upanishad 1 – 3 – 15 is statement of
Sankhya.

He, who has realised that (Atman) which is without sound, without touch, without form, without decay, and also without
taste, without smell, without beginning, without end, beyond the Mahat (great), eternal and unchanging, is freed from
the jaws of death. [I – III – 15]

b) Iti Chet – Na :
•

If it is Argued thus, it is not so.

c) Pragyahi :
•

Atma – Purusha is to be known in Katho Upanishad 1 – 3 – 15.

•

Pragya = Nirguna Brahman – not Vishwa / Teijasa / Pragya, Shudha Upahita
Chaitanyam.
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Hi :
•

This alone is the thing to be known.

•

Superior to Mahat is Avyaktam.

•

Superior to Avyaktam is Purusha.

•

In all Mantras, Atma Jnanat, Brahma Jnanat Moksha, not Avyakta Prakrti Jnanat
Moksha.

Sankhya :
•

Know Prakrti and Purusha for Moksha.

Siddantin :
•

Then Eka Vigyanena not possible.
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193. Sutra 6 : [Topic 32 – Sutra 112]

And there is question and explanation relating to three things only (not to the
Pradhana). [I – IV – 6]

•

Context explained for Sutra 5.

Background :
•

3 Boons of Nachiketa.

a) Fathers peace of mind :
Katho Upanishad : Question

Naciketas said, “O Lord of Death! As the first of the three boons, I choose that Gautama, my father, be pacified, be kind
and free from anger towards me, and that he may recognise me and greet me, when I am sent away by three.” [I – I – 10]

There is that doubt. “When a man is dead,” Some say ‘He exist’ and some again say ‘He does not.’ this I should like to
know, being taught by thee. This is the third boon, that I ask. [I – I – 20]
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Answer : Katho Upanishad

“Through my favour, Auddalaki, Aruni (thy father), will recognise you and will be (Possessed of affection) as before, when
he sees you released from the mouth of death, will lose his anger, and will sleep peacefully at night.” [I – I – 11]

Some souls enter the womb to have a body, others go to the plants, just according to their work and according to their
knowledge. [II – II – 7]

b) Ritual for attaining heaven :
Question : Katho Upanishad

O Death! Thou knowest the fire sacrifice which leads to Heaven ; explain that to me, for I am full of faith, that (fire) by
which those who aim at the attainment of heaven, attain immortality. I pray for this as my second boon. [I – I – 13]
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Answer : Katho Upanishad

Yama then explained to him that Fire-Sacrifice, the source of the worlds, what (class of) bricks are required for the altar,
how many, and how theyare be placed ; and Naciketas repeated back (to the teacher) all, as explained. Then Yama being
pleased at this said again…. [I – I – 15]

c) Atma Vidya :
Question : Katho Upanishad

There is that doubt. “When a man is dead,” Some say ‘He exist’ and some again say ‘He does not.’ this I should like to
know, being taught by thee. This is the third boon, that I ask. [I – I – 20]

Naciketas said : “That which thou seest as other than virtue and vice – as right and ‘unright’, as other than cause and
effect, as other than the past and future – tell me that.” [I – II – 14]

•

Does anyone survive death? What lies beyond cause effect Dharma – Adharma, time?
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Answer :
•

Sukshma Shariram
Survives

Karana Shariram
Atma Shariram
Katho Upanishad :

“The intelligent Atman is not born, nor does He die. He did not spring from anything, and nothing sprang from him. This
unborn, eternal. Everlasting, ancient, is not slain even when the body is destroyed. [I – II – 18]

What happens to Atma after death?
- Rebirth for ignorant
- As Human, Animal, Plant
Vyasa :
• No question on Prakrti or Pradhanam.
Word Analysis :
a) Evam :
• Similarly.
b) Prashnaha :
• Question.

- Liberation for wise
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c) Upanyas :
•

Answer.

d) Trayam Eva :
•

3 topics only found in Upanishad.

e) Cha :
•

Therefore Pradhanam not mentioned in Upanishad.

Purva Pakshi :
•

In 1 – 1 – 20 and 1 – 2 – 14 is Jivatma, Paramatma identical of separate?
Is Jiva and Paramatma

-

Identical
Only 2 question not 3.
Svarga Ritual and Jiva / Paramatma.
2nd and 3rd question identical.
Lord gave 2 boons not 3.

- Separate Jivatma / Paramatma Bheda.
Purva Pakshi :
- If Jiva is 3rd Boon – How Yamaraja Talked
about Paramatma? Paramatma outside
Boon?
Siddantin :
- Bonus topic
Purva Pakshi :
- Pradhanam also bonus topic in Chapter
1 – 3 – 15.
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Shankara :
a) In 3 Questions – Assume Jiva Paramatma Bheda.
•

Svarga, Jiva, Paramatma Vyavaharika Drishti.

b) In 3 Answers – Assume
•

Svarga, Shanti of father and Jivatma Paramatma Aikyam. No conflict Paramartika
Drishti.

Conclusion :
•

No Sankhya Pradhanam anywhere.
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194. Sutra 7 : [Topic 32 – Sutra 113]

And (the case of the term Avyakta) is like that of the term Mahat. [I – IV – 7]

Word Analysis :
a) Cha :
•

Moreover, in addition to Sutra 6.

b) Mahat Vatu :
•

Occurring in Katho Upanishad Chapter 1 – 3 -10 & 1 – 3 – 11.

Beyond the senses are the sense-objects ; beyond these objects is the mind; beyond the mind is the intellect and beyond
the intellect is the Great Self. [I – III – 10]

Beyond the great (Mahat) is the unmanifested (Avyaktam). Beyond the Avyaktam (Prakrti) is the Purusa ; beyond the
Purusa there is nothing ; that is the end ; that is the highest goal. [I – III – 11]

• Avyatam does not reveal Sankhyas Pradhanam in Chapter 1 – 3 – 11.
c) Eva :
• Comparison not possession.
• Mahat = Mahan Atma.
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2 Meanings
Brahman
•

Hiranyagarbha

Reveals Chetana Vastu not Pradhanam.

Katho Upanishad : 1 – 3 – 10 & 1 – 3 – 11

•

Upanishad Mahat = Mahan Atma Brahman.

•

Chetana Vastu

•

Reflexive noun (I / Self) Atma can be used only by conscious entity.

•

Clip will not use I / Self.
Mahat
Vedanta
- Hiranyagarba Tatvam – total
subtle body Chetana Tatvam.
- Superior to Avyaktam, in visible
matter principle.

Sankhya
-

Mahat = Matter
Prakrtis modification
Jada Prakrti Vikara
Achetanam
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Conclusion :

•

Vedic meaning of Mahat, Avyaktam, Purusha different than Sankhyas meaning of
Purusha, Avyaktam, and Mahat.

•

Avyaktam word in Katho Upanishad 1 – 3 – 11 is Vedic Chetana Tatvam – Brahman
which has independent existence without Prakrti – Jada Tatvam (Body, Mind, World).

•

Sankhyas Mahat, Prakrti is dependent principle.

•

Svatantra Achetana Tatvam supported by Sruti.

Take 2 approaches to Chapter 1 – 3 – 11 chariot imagery :
a) Primary Approach :
•

Avyaktam is physical body alone.

b) Secondary Approach :
•

Body – matter principle still dependent on consciousness principle for existence.

•

Independent matter does not exist.

•

Paratantra Moola Karanam is matter.

•

Svatantra Pradhana Tatvam of Sankhya not accepted.
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2nd Adhikaranam – Chamasadhikaranam [Sutras 8, 9, 10]
195.
Sutra 8 : [Topic 33 – Sutra 114]
(It cannot be maintained that ‘Aja’ means the Pradhana) because no special
characteristic is stated, as in the case of the cup. [I – IV – 8]

a) Vishaya :
•

Ajah in Svetasvataro Upanishad :

There is a single Female of red, white and black colours, who is unoriginated, and who produces numerous offsprings
resembling herself. By her side lies on unborn Male out of attachment for her, while another Male, also unoriginated,
forsakes her after having enjoyed her. [Chapter 4 – Verse 5]

b) Samshaya :

Ajaha
Independent Pradhanam
Prakrti / Pradhanam
- Purva Pakshi
- Beginningless cause of
creation.
- 3 Gunas / 3 Colours

She Goat

Dependent Birthless Prakrti
Siddantin Vedic interpretation

- Varna Trayam
- Paratantra Prakrti

- Varna Traya
- Visishta Buta Trayam
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Background :
•

Svetasvataro Upanishad – Krishna Yajur Veda, Shankara Bashyam may not be original.

•

Famous Mantra – Chapter 4 – Verse 10.

Know then that Nature is Maya, and that the great God is the Lord of Maya. The whole world is filled with beings who
form His parts. [Chapter 4 – Verse 10]

God, who is one only, is hidden in all beings. He is all-pervading, and is the inner self of all creatures. He presides over all
actions, and all beings reside in Him. He is the witness, and He is the Pure Consciousness free from the three Gunas of
Nature. [Chapter 6 – Verse 11]

•

Mahanarayana Upanishad – same mantra with Svara.

Sankhya :
•

This mantra is support for independent Prakrti and Purusha.
Prakrti (1st Line Ajaha)
-

Sattva, Rajas, Tamas.
Gunatmakam (Karanam)
Matter, Ajaha – Birthless
Thing + being (Karyam)
Both Real, Anaadi

Purusha (2nd Line Ajaha)
-

Satyam Jnanam Anantam.
Chaitanyam, Jiva
Many, Anaadi
Independent
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Vyasa :
Prakrti

Purusha

- Mithya
- Many
- Dependent, Paratantram.
•

•

- Satyam
- One
- Independent, Svatantram.

Ajaha Kam Lohitam Krishna Shukla
↓
↓
↓
Red Black White
↓
↓
↓
Rajas Tamas Sattva
What Prakrti does?
Creates 22 tattvams, evolutes, products.
Ajaha – Purva Pakshi

1st Interpretation

3rd Interpretation

4th Interpretation

3 Gunas

Shankara :
- 3 colours not guna, Varna Trayam
- Feminine, beginningless, Prakrti.
Beginning :
- Chapter 1 – 3 :
Brahman has Devata Shakti

Chandogya Upanishad : 6- 4 -1
- 3 Colours – 3 Elements,
not 3 Gunas.
- Red – Agni
White – Water
Black - Earth
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2nd Interpretation
Paratantram

Chandogya Upanishad :

The red colour of gross fire is from subtle fire, the white colour is from subtle water, and the dark colour is from subtle
earth. Thus that which constitutes the ‘fire’-ness of fire is gone. All changes are mere words, in name only [i.e., fire is
only a name indicating a certain condition]. The three colours are the reality. [6 – 4 – 1]

Word Analysis :
a) Chamasa Vatu :
•

Like wooden ladle used in Yaga to offer oblations – Brihadaranyaka Upanishad.

•

Ajah – too general, vague. Essence of colours does not support Purva Pakshi.

Vyasa :
•

No upanishadic support.

•

3 colors can symbolise anything as per ones imagination.

b) Aviseshat :
•

Non specific mantra.

•

No clinching evidence for Svatantra Prakrti.
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How 3 colors of Butas taken as Ajah – Prakrti?
Shankara :
Ajaha Prakrti

Buta Trayam

a) Karanam
b) Contains karyam in potential form.
Seed contains tree.

a) Karyam
b) 3 elements have 3 colours.
c) Group of 3 elements together, one
whole principle, Ajaha, cause of
universe.
d) From Butatrayam, Bautika Shariram,
Sthula, Sukshma, Rivers mountains
come.

Ajaha
Shankara
- Varna Traya
- Visishta Paratantra Prakrti
(only Colours).

Vyasa
- Varna Traya
- Visishta Buta Trayam
Prakrti.
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196. Sutra 9 : [Topic 33 – Sutra 115]
But (the elements) beginning with light (are meant by the term Aja), because some
read so in their text. [I – IV – 9]

Word Analysis :
a) Tu :
• Indeed, emphasises Sutra 8.
b) Jyoti Rupa Krama :
• 3 elements beginning with fire is meaning of Ajah.
c) Eke :
• Some vedic scholars say so.
d) Tatahi :
• Similarly in Chandogya Upanishad : 6 – 4 – 1.

The red colour of gross fire is from subtle fire, the white colour is from subtle water, and the dark colour is from subtle
earth. Thus that which constitutes the ‘fire’-ness of fire is gone. All changes are mere words, in name only [i.e., fire is
only a name indicating a certain condition]. The three colours are the reality. [6 – 4 – 1]

e) Jyoti Upakramat :
•

Agni, Jalam, Prithvi.

•

Chandogya Upanishad – Chapter 6 – 2 – 1.
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Chandogya Upanishad :

Somya, before this world was manifest there was only existence, one without a second. On this subject, some maintain
that before this world was manifest there was only non-existence, one without a second. Out of that non-existence,
existence emerged. [6 – 2 – 1]

Taittriya Upanishad :

From that (which is) this Atman, is space born; from akasa, air; from air, fire; from fire, water; from water, earth; from
earth, herbs; from herbs, food; and from food, man. [II – 1 – 2]

Brahma Visualises :
Tejo

Ab

Annam

Agni

Jalam

Prithvi

Clinching Argument for Vyasa :
•

Same names used in Svetasvataro Upanishad and Chandogyo Upanishad – Lohita,
Shukla, Krishna.

•

In both Buta Trayam.
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197. Sutra 10 : [Topic 33 – Sutra 116]

And on account of the statement of the assumption (of a metaphor) there is nothing
contrary to reason (in Aja denoting the causal matter) as in the case of honey
(denoting the sun in Madhu Vidya for the sake of meditation) and similar cases.
[I – IV – 10]

Vyasa :
•

Take 3 elements as one unit Buta Trayam, one material cause.

•

Maya – Paratantra Prakrti.
Ajaha
Etymological meaning
- Yoga – Artha
- Derived, secondary meaning
- Birthless, beginningless

Rudhi Artha – Popular meaning
- Sutra talks about he goat, she
goat imagery, unintelligent Jiva.
- Attracted by Prakrti, sense
objects.

Word Meaning :
a) Kalpano Upadeshat :
•

Teaching through examples, imagery.
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b) Cha :
•

Further supportive Argument.

c) Madhu Adhi Vatu :
Chandogya Upanishad :

The sun over there is honey to the gods. Heaven is the crossbeam, the mid-region is the beehive, and the rays are the
eggs. [3 – 1 – 1]

Mundak Upanishad :

Two birds bound to each other in close friendship, perch on the self-same tree. One of them eats the fruits of the tree
with relish, while the other (just) looks on, without eating. [III – I – 1]

•

2 birds – Jiva and Paramatma.

Katho Upanishad :
•

Body = Tree.

Svetasvatara Upanishad :
•

3 elements = She goat.
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d) Avirodha :
•

No contradiction.

•

Vyasa – takes Rudhi artha, popular meaning.

Purva Pakshi :
•

Takes Ajaha as 3 elements, birthless.

Vyasa :

•

Takes it goat like creation.

Conclusion :
•

Ajah in Svetasvataro Upanishad Chapter 4 – 5th verse is not matter.

There is a single Female of red, white and black colours, who is unoriginated, and who produces numerous offsprings
resembling herself. By her side lies on unborn Male out of attachment for her, while another Male, also unoriginated,
forsakes her after having enjoyed her. [Chapter 4 – Verse 5]

•

Prakrti independent principle, 3 colours, 3 gunas, 3 elements.

•

It is Varna Traya, Buta Traya, Paratantra Prakrti, she goat, creation, Maya principle
dependent on Purusha Chaitanyam.
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3rd Adhikaranam [Topic 34]

198.
Sutra 11 : [Topic 34 – Sutra 117]

Even from the statement of the number (five-fold-five i.e., twenty-five categories by
the Sruti it is) not (to be understood that the Sruti refers to the Pradhana) on account
of the differences (in the categories and the excess over the number of the Sankhyan
categories). [I – IV – 11]

a) Vishaya :
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

That in which the five groups of five and the (subtle) ether are placed, that very Atman I regard a the immortal Brahman.
Knowing (Brahman) I am immortal. [4 – 4 – 17]

b) Samshaya :

- Siddantin
- Karya Prapancha

Pancha – Pancha – Janana 25 factors
- Purva Pakshi
- 25 Tattvams
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Background :
Brahma – Adhishtanam for creation
- Karya Prapancha
- Vyakta Prapancha
•

•
•
•
•

- Karana Prapancha
- Avyakta Prapancha

Brahman is Adhishtanam for both and different from both Karya, Karana Vilakshana
Brahman.
1st half of Brihadaranyaka Upanishad Mantra – Chapter 4 – 4 – 17 - Karya Karana
Adhishtanam.
2nd half – that Brahman is I – myself – Aikyam.
One who knows Karya – Karana Adhara as Aham Asmi – Yatha Vidwan, becomes
Mukta, immortal (Phala Sruti).
In that Adhara Brahman is Pancha Pancha Janya – Maya Padartha, products.
Akasha – 3 Meanings

Rudhi Artha
-

Popular meaning
Element : Space
Taittriya Upanishad
Karya Prapancha

Avyakrutam Karana Prapancha
- Brihardanyaka Upanishad
Akshara Brahmanam.
- For Akasha Avyatam,
substratum of Hiranyagarbha.

Akasha
- Brahman
- Karya Karana Vilakshana
Adhishtanam.
- Tal Lingaat
- Chandogya Upanishad
- Immortal
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(1) Purusha – Karya Karana Vilakshanam
(2) Moola Prakrti / Maya / Avyaktam

- Non-products
- Anaadi

23 Products
(3) Cosmic Buddhi - Mahat
(4) Cosmic – Ego - Ahankara
5

6 - 10

11 - 15

16 - 20

21 – 25

Mind

5 Jnana Indriyas

5 Karma Indriyas

5 Subtle elements

5 Gross elements

Gita :
Earth, water, fire, air, ether, mind, intellect, egoism; these
are My eightfold prakrti. [Chapter 7 – Verse 4]
This is the lower prakrti; different from it, know thou, O
mighty-armed, My higher prakrti, the very life element,
by which this world is upheld. [Chapter 7 – Verse 5]

Know that these (two prakrtis), are the womb of all
beings. So, I am the source and dissolution of the whole
universe. [Chapter 7 – Verse 6]
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Gita :
The great elements, egoism, intellect, and also the
unmanifested (Mula Prakrti), the ten senses and the one
(the mind) and the five objects-of-the-senses…
[Chapter 13 – Verse 6]

Vyasa :
a) 25 tatvams can’t be 5 group.

•

No common factor.

•

Ungroupable nature, distinct factors.
Sankhyas 5 groups

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Vilakshana Purusha

Karana Moola Prakrti

7 Prakrti - Vikriti

16 Products

- Karya Karana
Vilakshanam
- Adhishtanam

- Only cause

•

Only 4 groups.

- Mahat
- Ahankara
- Pancha Sukshma
Butani.
- One angle cause,
another effect.

-

Only effect
5 Jnana Indriyas
5 Karma Indriyas
5 Sthula Butas
Manaha
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b) 25 principles based on Atma Adhara for 25 principles :
•

If first Pancha is 25, next part refers to Atma + Akasha = 27.

•

Upanishad says Akasha separately.

Shankara :
•

Adjective five can qualify only noun – not another adjective.

•

Janaha = People not Tatvam.

•

Should be read as Pancha Jana.

•

5 groups of 5 organs – mentioned in Brihadaranyaka Upanishad Chapter IV – IV – 18.

Those who have known the Vital Force of the vital force, the Eye of the eye, the Ear of the ear, and the Mind of the mind,
have realised the ancient, primordial Brahman. [IV – IV – 18]

•

Brahman is the innermost self, inferred by the function of 5 sense organs.
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199. Sutra 12 : [Topic 34 – Sutra 118]

(The Panchajanah or the five people referred to are) the vital force etc., (as is seen)
from the complementary passage. [I – IV – 12]

Panini Grammar Rule :
The short is substituted in the place of goni, when the
Taddhita affix is elided by luk. [II – I – 50]

•

If 1st word of compound is numeral or direction, five or east, compound word itself
becomes noun.

•

Number looses its significance and becomes another Padartha.

Example :
•

Sapta Rishi.

•

Noun refers to another Padartha not 7 sages belonging to Sapta Rishi = Vishwamitra,
Marichi, Atri, Vasishta, Brighu, Kulaha, Kratu, Kulasya.

•

Pancha Jana in Brihadaranyaka Upanishad in 4 – 1 – 18 is 5 organs (Karanams).

Those who have known the Vital Force of the vital force, the Eye of the eye, the Ear of the ear, and the Mind of the mind,
have realised the ancient, primordial Brahman. [IV – IV – 18]
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•

Prana, Chakshu, Srotram, Vak, Manaha…

•

Substratum of all Karanams is Atma – Pancha Janaha.

•

Chapter 4 – 4 – 18 is Keno mantra of Brihadaranyaka Upanishad.

Word Analysis :
a) Prana – Aadhi :
•

Prana and other 3 organs mentioned in Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 4 – 4 – 18.

b) Vakya Seshat :
•

In subsequent text supports Atma as Adharam.
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200. Sutra 13 : [Topic 34 – Sutra 119]

In the text of some (the Kanva recension) where food is not mentioned (the number
five is made up) by ‘light’ (mentioned in the previous verse). [I – IV – 13]

Word Analysis :
a) Ekesham :

•

For some, Kanwa version of Brihadaranyaka Upanishad (Not Madhyandika version),
Annam missing.

b) Anne Asti :
•

Take Jyoti – of Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 4 – 4 – 16 or Annam of 4 – 4 – 18 as 5th
factor.

Below which the year with its days rotates, upon that immortal Light of all lights the gods meditate as longevity.
[IV – IV – 16]

Those who have known the Vital Force of the vital force, the Eye of the eye, the Ear of the ear, and the Mind of the mind,
have realised the ancient, primordial Brahman. [IV – IV – 18]
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Shankara :
a) Pancha Janaha:
•

5 Celestial beings, citizens of higher Lokas, Pitrus, Devas, Gandharvas, Yaksha Raksha.

b) Rig Veda Samhita :
•

Brahmana, Kshatriya, Vaishya, Shudra, Nisheda (Born of intercaste).
Pancha Janaha
Organs

•

Celestial

Human

Does not support Sankhya.

Conclusion - Sankhyo apa Adhikaranam :
a) Vishaya :
•

Pancha Janaha – Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 4 – 4 – 17.

That in which the five groups of five and the (subtle) ether are placed, that very Atman I regard a the immortal Brahman.
Knowing (Brahman) I am immortal. [4 – 4 – 17]
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b) Samshaya :
Pancha Pancha Janaha
25 Tattvams

Compound word

Purva Pakshi

5 fold Karya Prapancha

•

1st Sutra – Refutes Purva Pakshi.

•

2nd and 3rd Sutra – Siddantins interpretation.
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201.

4th Adhikaranam
Kaaranadhikaranam – 2 Sutras

a) Vishaya :
•

Jagat Karanam Brahman Bodhaka Sruti Vakyams.

b) Samshaya :
Is there Consistency in revealing
Brahman as Jagat Karanam?

Purva Pakshi

Siddantin

- No consistency different
words used – Sat, Asat,
Avyaktam, Atma, Brahman,
Akasha, Prana.

- There is only seeming in
consistency.
- All reveal Chetanam Brahman
as Jagat Karanam.
- Vyasa introduces consciousness
as Material Cause of creation.
- All words reveal one Chetanam
Brahma (Non-material).
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Srishti Vakhyams

Taittriya Upanishad
3–1
- Chetana Brahma
Jagat Karanam.

Chandogya Upanishad
6–2–1
- Sat = Jagat Karanam
- Brahman has to be
Chetanam because
Brahman Visualised.

Taittriya Upanishad
2–7
- Asat = Jagat Karanam.

Aitareya Upanishad
1–1
- Atma = Jagat Karanam
- Atma va Agre Asit.
- Aapnoti Sarvam iti Atma =
Paramatma.
- Before Srishti Atma was
there.
- Lokas, Loka phala, Annam,
Jiva created later.

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad
1–4–7

- Avyakrutam, Unmanifest
= Jagat Karanam.
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Taittriya Upanishad :

Bhrgu, the well known son of Varuna, approached his father, Varuna and requested, “O revered Sir, teach me Brahman”.
Varuna said, thus, to him (Bhrgu), “Food, prana, the eyes, the ears, the mind and the speech – are Brahman”. [III – I – 1]

To him (Bhrgu) he (varuna) a gain said : “that from which these beings are born ; that by which, having been born, these
beings live and continue to exist ; and that into which, when departing, they all enter ; that seekest thou to know. That
is Brahman”. He, (Bhrgu) performed penance ; and after having done penance…. [III – I – 2]

Aitareya Upanishad :

In the beginning, verily, Atman (Self) alone was this (the Universe)… nothing else active whatsoever…

He thought I shall indeed create the worlds. [I – I – 1]
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Chandogya Upanishad :

Somya, before this world was manifest there was only existence, one without a second. On this subject, some maintain
that before this world was manifest there was only non-existence, one without a second. Out of that non-existence,
existence emerged. [6 – 2 – 1]

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

This (universe) was then undifferentiated. It differentiated only into name and form – it was called such and such, and
was of such and such form. So to this day it is differentiated only into name and form – it is called such and such, and is
of such and such form. This self has entered into these bodies up to the tip of the nails – as a razor may be put in its case,
or as fire, which sustains the world, may be in it source. People do not see It, for ()viewed in Its aspects) It is incomplete.
When It does the function of living, It is called the vital force; when It speaks, the organ of speech; when It sees, the eye;
when It hears, the ear; and when It thinks, the mind. These are merely Its names according to functions. He who
meditates upon each of this totality of aspects does not know, for It is incomplete, (being divided) from this totality by
possessing a single characteristic. The Self alone is to be meditated upon, for all these are unified in It. Of all these, this
Self alone should be realised, for one knows all these through It, just as one may get (an animal) through its foot – prints.
He who knows It as such obtains fame and association (with his relatives). [I – IV – 7]
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Taittriya Upanishad :

In the beginning was verily this non-existence. From that the existent was born. That created Itself by itself. Therefore, it
is called the self-made or the well made. [II – VII – 1]

This which was self-made.. That is taste (joy). Having obtained this taste, man becomes blessed; for who can breathe out
or breathe in, if this joy were not there in the cavity of the heart? This Brahman Itself brings us joy. [II – VII – 2]

When this seeker attains the fearless oneness with Brahman who is invisible, incorporeal, inexplicable and unsupported,
then he becomes free from fear. When however, he makes even the slightest distinction in Brahman, then there is
danger for him. That very same Brahman Himself becomes the source of fear for him who makes a difference and who
reflects not. To the same effect, there is the following Vaidika verse. [II – VII – 3]
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Purva Pakshi :
•

Where is Samanvaya – Consistency?

•

You don’t have Veda support.

•

Come to Tarqa – I win.

1st Chapter of Brahma Sutra :

•

Weak on logic.

•

Purva Pakshi – Logic appears stronger.

•

Leans on Veda Pramanam.

2nd Chapter :

•

Vyasa refutes Purva Pakshi by logic.

•

Tarqa Pradhanam.
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202. Sutra 14 : [Topic 35 – Sutra 120]

Although there is a conflict of the Vedanta texts as regards the things created such as
ether and so on, there is no such conflict with respect to Brahman as the First Cause,
on account of His being represented in one text as described in other texts. [I– IV– 14]

• Refutes Viganam (Virodham) inconsistency.
Word Analysis :
a) Yatha Vyapadishta :
• Because of mention of same Brahman.
b) Karanatvena :
• As cause.
c) Akadishu :
• w.r.t. space etc.
d) Na Cha :
• There is no inconsistency at all w.r.t. causal status of Brahman w.r.t. universe.
e) Yatha Vyadishta Uktehe :
• Same entity in one upanishad said in all upanishads - Taittriya Upanishad, Aitareya
Upanishad, Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, Chandogya Upanishad.
f) Uktam :
• Stated as cause of space.
• Hence no inconsistency w.r.t. causal status of Brahman for the Universe.
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203. Sutra 15 : [Topic 35 – Sutra 121]

On account of the connection (with passages treating of Brahman, non-existence
does not mean absolute Non-existence) [I – IV – 15]

Background :
Sankhya Purva Pakshi Says :
•

Vedanta has no support of veda.

Taittriya Upanishad :

In the beginning was verily this non-existence. From that the existent was born. That created Itself by itself. Therefore, it
is called the self-made or the well made. [II – VII – 1]

•

How Asat is Brahman?

Gita : Arjuna
•

How you taught Surya?

Vyasa :
•

Answer in this Sutra – arrive at meaning of Asat as per flow of teaching – context.
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1st Anuvaka :
a) Taittriya Upanishad :

Om, the knower of Brahman attains the Supreme. With reference to that, is the following hymn recited : Brahman is
the Truth, Knowledge and Infinity. He who knows It as existing in the cave of the heart in the transcendent akasa,
realises all his desires along with omniscient Brahman. [II – I – 1]

•

Brahman is a positive entity in Pancha Kosha Guha – It is Upadana Karanam of Jagat.

b) 6th Anuvaka :
•

Brahman as Nimitta – Jagat Karanam revealed.

•

Brahman is Sat in Anuvaka 1 – 6.

Shankara :
Asat – 2 Meanings
Non-existence criticised in 6th
Anuvaka

Unmanifest
- Avyabichari Principle
- Karanam Brahman is Avyakta –
Unmanifest Tatvam.
- Secondary meaning
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Argument No. 1 :
•

Verb Asat is unmanifest, not nonexistence as per flow of topic.

Argument No. 2 :
•

Before creation, existence alone was there in unmanifest – Nama Rupa dormant form.

Example :

•

Ghee in milk as though in dormant non-existent form is unmanifest form,
Avyavaharam.

•

Asat is not non-existence.

Argument No. 3 :
Chandogyo Upanishad :

The father said : O Somya, what proof is there for this – that from nothing something has emerged? Rather, before this
world came into being, O Somya, there was only existence, one without a second. [6 – 2 – 2]

•

Condemns non-existence Shunyam.

Word Meaning : Purva Pakshi
•

Samyat Asamantat Karshati

•

You are only dragging Brahman (figuratively said) Shankara adds another Purva Pakshi.
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Creation consists of
Karanam

Karyam
- Inconsistency in Arrival of
creation.
- Hence Sastram Na Pramanam.

- Accept consistency
- One Karanam Brahman
- Padas different, Padarthas
Non-different.
Krama
Gradation
- One by one
Taittriya Upanishad :
- 5 elements and Annam.
- Subtle element first,
gross later.
Chandogya Upanishad :
- 3 elements.

Akarma
- At once, simultaneous
Taittriya Upanishad :
- Brahman becomes
everything.
- Niruktam cha,
sokamyata… [II – VI – 3]

Vithkarma
- Reverse Order.
Kaivalya Upanishad :
- Etasmat Jayata Pranaha…
[Verse 15]
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Taittriya Upanishad :

He desired, “ I shall become many and be born. He performed tapas; having performed tapas, He created all this whatsoever
(we perceive). Having created it, He entered into it. Having entered it, He became the manifest and the unmanifest, the
defined and undefined, the housed and the houseless, knowledge and ignorance, truth and falsehood, and all this
whatsoever that exists. Therefore, it is called Existence. In this sense, there is the following Vaidika verse.” [II – VI –3]

Kaivalya Upanishad :

From Him are born the Prana (life), the mind (Antahkarana), all the organs, the sky (Akasa), the wind (Vayu), the fire
(Jyotih), the water (Apah) and the earth (Prthivi) which supports all. [Verse 15]

Shankara Answer :
•

Explained in Brahma Sutra Chapter 2 – 3 – 1.
(The Purvapakshin, i.e., the objector says that) ether (Akasa) (does) not (originate), as
Sruti does not say so. [II – III – 1]
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Abyupethya Vada :
•

Let us assume inconsistency.

•

Vedas have no interest to teach duality in creation – No Tatparyam.

•

How to arrive at central theme of upanishads? Shad lingas.

a) Upakrama – Upasamhara :
•

Start of Aitareya Upanishad :

In the beginning, verily, Atman (Self) alone was this (the Universe)… nothing else active whatsoever…

He thought I shall indeed create the worlds. [I – I – 1]

•

Ends with : Advaitam.

b) Repetition – Abhyasa :
•

Upanishad repeats karanam Brahma not karyam jagat.

Kaivalya Upanishad : Start

From Him are born the Prana (life), the mind (Antahkarana), all the organs, the sky (Akasa), the wind (Vayu), the fire
(Jyotih), the water (Apah) and the earth (Prthivi) which supports all. [Verse 15]
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End :

For me there is neither Earth nor Water nor Fire, nor Air, nor Ether. Thus realising the nature of the Paramatman… the
one who is in the cavity of the heart, who is without parts, without a second, the Witness of all, beyond both existence
and non-existence, one attains the very nature of the Paramatman. [Verse 23 & 24]

c) Apoorvata :
•

Without Sruti we all know Dvaitam Jagat.. Me and world.

•

With Sadhana Chatushtaya Sampatti learn Advaitam Brahman.

d) Phalam :
•

For Srishti Jnanam no Phalam.

•

Forget Panchikaranam, Mukti not affected.

•

Advaitam Brahma Jnanena Moksha Prapti.

•

Phalam Uktam.

•

Srishti is Artha vada, never glorified. It is criticised.

Katho Upanishad :

What is indeed here (visible as the world) the same is there (invisible as Brahman) ; and what is there, the same is here.
He proceeds from death to death who beholds here difference (between Brahman and the world). [II – I – 10]
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Taittriya Upanishad :

When this seeker attains the fearless oneness with Brahman who is invisible, incorporeal, inexplicable and unsupported,
then he becomes free from fear. When however, he makes even the slightest distinction in Brahman, then there is
danger for him. That very same Brahman Himself becomes the source of fear for him who makes a difference and who
reflects not. To the same effect, there is the following Vaidika verse. [II – VII – 3]

d) Yukti – Logic :
Logic supports Upapatti - creation
Karanam Brahman
- Know Satyam
- Adhishtanam
- Be free of Bondage to Body and
Mind.

Karya Prapancha
- Mithya
- Upanishad not serious
- Don’t bother about 5, 3, 1,
elements, Panchikaranam.
- Viganam – inconsistency accepted.
- Not defect because Sruti has no
Tatparyam.
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Purva Pakshi :
•

If no Tatparyam, no seriousness at all, why Sruti introduces and negates?

•

Why put leg in mud and wash later, if no Tatparyam.

Shankara :
•

Srishti introduced as a means not an end in itself.

•

Karana Bodhanartham Srishti Uchyate Natu Srishti Bodhanartham.

•

Vaitatya and Advaita Prakaranam of Mandukya elaborates on this.

Mandukya Upanishad :

The scriptural statements illustrated by the examples of earth, iron, sparks, etc., - regarding the idea of the world created
or otherwise – can serve ultimately the purpose of explaining only the unity of the individual-Self with the Universal-Self.
In fact multiplicity does not exist at all. [III – K – 15]

•

Srishti Varnanam not to establish Srishti but to reveal Adhishtanam.

Example :
•

In construction of floor, Bamboos introduced and removed.

•

Not bothered about Alankara of Bamboo.
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Adhyaropa
- Introduce Bamboos
- Introduce Srishti

Apavada
- Remove Bamboo
- Negation of Srishti

Aim :
•

Come to Nishprapancha Brahman.

•

Karyam – not Dushanam but Bushanam, Alankaram Ornament.

•

Inconsistency in Srishti is favourable to Advaitin.

•

Braheiva Jagat Karanam natu pradhanam of Sankhya.

•

Hence Vedas support me.

Conclusion :

•

Brahman as Jagat Karanam has consistency.

•

There is seeming inconsistency as different words are used – Asat, Avyakrutam. All
reveal Chetanam Brahman as Karanam Vyasa introduces consciousness as material
cause of creation, unique to Vedanta.

•

Normally material cause is matter.

•

Only Vedanta says Chetanam is Jagat Karanam.

•

Words used – Sat, Asat, Avyakrutam, Atma, Brahman, Akasha, Prana. All are Nama,
names – substance one Chaitanyam.

•

All refer to one Chetana Jagat Karanam only.
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5th Adhikaranam – 3 Sutras

204.

Balakihi Adhikaranam or Karanantara Adhikaranam

Chapter 1 – 4th Pada :
•

1 – 4 Adhikaranams – no Sruti support for Sankhya Philosophy.

•

There is Sruti support for Vedantic teaching – Chetana Jagat Karana Vada.

a) Vishaya :
•

Rig Veda – Kaushitaki Upanishad. (Upanishad has 4 Chapters)

After this Bâlâki became silent. Agâtasatru said to him: 'Thus far only (do you know), O Bâlâki?' 'Thus far only,' replied Bâlâki.
Then Agâtasatru said to him: 'Vainly did you challenge me, saying: 'Shall I tell you Brahman? O Bâlâki, he who is the maker of
those persons (whom you mentioned), he of whom all this is the work, he alone is to be known.’ Thereupon Bâlâki came, carrying
fuel in his hand, saying: 'May I come to you as a pupil?' Agâtasatru said to him: 'I deem it improper that a Kshatriya should initiate
a Brâhmana. Come, I shall make you know clearly.' Then taking him by the hand, he went forth. And the two together came to a
person who was asleep. And Agâtasatru called him, saying: 'Thou great one, clad in white raiment, Soma, King 1.' But he
remained lying. Then he pushed him with a stick, and he rose at once. Then said Agâtasatru to him: 'Bâlâki, where did this person
here sleep? Where was he? Whence came he thus back?' Bâlâki did not know. [Chapter 4 – Verse 19]
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b) Samshaya :
Saha Veditavyaha – Principle to be known
Jiva - Prana
- Purva Pakshi
- There are references to Jiva and
Prana.
- Vachyartha

Paramatma
- Vyasa
- Lakshyartha of Jiva

What is subject matter to be known?
Background :

And because it is directly stated in the Sruti (therefore the all-knowing Brahman alone
is the cause of the universe). [I – I – 11]

•

Prathardanadhi Adhikaranam also Kaushitaki Upanishad.

•

Gargya Ajata Shatru Samvada.

•

Same as in Brihadaranyaka Upanishad – Chapter 2 – Section 1 & Chapter 5.

•

Gargya = Balakihi

•

Mothers name Balakahe.
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•

In both Sutras students name is name of Adhikaranam.
Ajata Shatru

-

Kashi Raja
Jnani
Offers 1000 cows
Says neti, neti
Through Avasta Traya Viveka,
Brahman taught in Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad and Kaushitaki Upanishad.
- Paramatma is Karanam Brahma,
creator of Devatas.

Gargya
-

-

Starts teaching Saguna Brahman.
Aditya Devata Purusha as Brahman.
Sophadika Brahman
Brahman with limited attributes,
Devatas.
Balakahi introduces 11 Devatas –
Chandra, Agni, Nakshatra, Vayu…
Karyam Brahman.
Did not know Nirguna Brahman.
Humbled, Surrenders becomes disciple.
Universe is Pratyaksham, Karyam of
Ishvara.
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205. Sutra 16 : [Topic 36 – Sutra 122]

(He, whose work is this, is Brahman) because (the ‘work’) denotes the world.[I–V –16]

•

Siddanta Sutra – Saha Veditavyam.

•

You should know that Paramatma whose creation is this Jagat.

•

Brahmeiva Samashti Jagat Karanam Bavanti.

a) Jagat – Vachi :
•

Word Karma in Kaushitaki Upanishad – Chapter 4 – 19 – refers to universe.
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After this Bâlâki became silent. Agâtasatru said to him: 'Thus far only (do you know), O Bâlâki?' 'Thus far only,' replied
Bâlâki. Then Agâtasatru said to him: 'Vainly did you challenge me, saying: 'Shall I tell you Brahman? O Bâlâki, he who is
the maker of those persons (whom you mentioned), he of whom all this is the work, he alone is to be known.’ Thereupon
Bâlâki came, carrying fuel in his hand, saying: 'May I come to you as a pupil?' Agâtasatru said to him: 'I deem it improper
that a Kshatriya should initiate a Brâhmana. Come, I shall make you know clearly.' Then taking him by the hand, he went
forth. And the two together came to a person who was asleep. And Agâtasatru called him, saying: 'Thou great one, clad
in white raiment, Soma, King 1.' But he remained lying. Then he pushed him with a stick, and he rose at once. Then said
Agâtasatru to him: 'Bâlâki, where did this person here sleep? Where was he? Whence came he thus back?' Bâlâki did not
know. [Chapter 4 – Verse 19]

Purva Pakshi :
•

In which dictionary Karma = Jagat? Karma = Action.
Eta (This) / Karma
Rudhi Artha

Yoga Arthaha

Primary Meaning
Action
Does not fit here.
Punya Papa – Adhristam
Sanchita, Prarabda not action but
Punya Papa Adrishtam.
- In Mantras 1 – 18 no Adrushtam
mentioned.

- Secondary, derived meaning,
etymylogical.
- Refers to whole universe in front.
- Paramatma creator of universe is
Brahman.
- Product.
- Principle associated with creation
is Bagawan.

-
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•

Balaki had taken Purusha Devas as Brahman.
Teacher Ajatashatru has 2 Jobs
Reveal Brahman

Point out Devatas not Brahman

Adityadhi Abrahma
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206. Sutra 17 : [Topic 36 – Sutra 123]
If it be said that on account of the inferential marks of the individual soul and the
chief Prana (Brahman is) not (referred to by the word ‘matter’ in the passage quoted),
(we reply) that has already been explained. [I – IV – 17]

•

Saha not Paramatma. In Later portion upanishad talks about Jiva and Prana.

2 Purva Pakshi - Sutra
Purva Pakshi No. 1

Purva Pakshi No. 2

Saha (He) Veditavyaha
(Is to be known)

Supta Purusha refers to Jiva

Kaushitaki Upanishad :
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And Agâtasatru said to him: 'Where this person here slept, where he was, whence he thus came back, is this: The
arteries of the heart called Hita extend from the heart of the person towards the surrounding body. Small as a hair
divided a thousand times, they stand full of a thin fluid of various colours, white, black, yellow, red. In these the person is
when sleeping he sees no dream. Then he becomes one with that prâna alone. Then speech goes to him with all names,
the eye with all forms, the car with all sounds, the mind with all thoughts. And when he awakes, then, as from a burning
fire, sparks proceed in all directions, thus from that self the prânas (speech, &c.) proceed, each towards its place, from
the prânas the gods, from the gods the worlds. And as a razor might be fitted in a razor-case, or as fire in the fire-place
(the arani on the altar), even thus this conscious self enters the self of the body (considers the body as himself) to the
very hairs and nails. And the other selfs (such as speech, &c.) follow that self, as his people follow the master of the
house. And as the master feeds with his people, nay, as his people feed on the master, thus does this conscious self feed
with the other selfs, as a master with his people, and the other selfs follow him, as his people follow the master. So long
as Indra did not understand that self, the Asuras conquered him. When he understood it, he conquered the Asuras and
obtained the pre-eminence among all gods, sovereignty, supremacy. And thus also he who knows this obtains preeminence among all beings, sovereignty, supremacy,--yea, he who knows this. [Chapter 4 – Verse 20]

•

Eshaha Prajnyatam Sarvaan Bunkte.

•

This concious being experiences the world.

•

Chetana bokta = Jiva.

•

How Jiva is creator of Devata?

•

Etesham Purusha?

1st Answer :

•

Jiva is creator of Devatas because of Punya Karma.

2nd Answer :
•

Jiva has to exhaust Punya Papa Karma, possible only through Sukha Dukha Anubava.

•

3 required for Karma exhaustion – sense organs, sense objects, Devatas.
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Gita :
The “Seat” (body), the doer (ego), the various kind of
organs-of-perception, the different functions of varous
organs-of-action, and also the presiding deity, the fifth.
[Chapter 18 – Verse 14]

•

5 factors of action – Body, ego, sense organs, devatas, sense objects.

•

Only when we experience world, Punya Papa exhaustion happens.

Gita :
The Blessed Lord said : Brahman is Imperishable, the
Supreme; His essential nature is called Self-knowledge, the
creative force that causes beings to spring forth into
manifestation is called ‘work’ (action). [Chapter 8 – Verse 3]

•

Karma = Cause of Universe, without Surya Devata, Chakshu can’t function.

•

Hence Jiva indirectly responsible for arrival of Devatas.

Purva Pakshi No. 1 :
•

Jiva Mukhya Prana lingaat iti chet.

•

One should know that Jiva who is indirect creator of all Devatas and who is associated
with Punya – Papa Karmas.
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Purva Pakshi No. 2 :
•

Prana is Hiranyagarbha at Samashti level.

•

Out of Samashti, Vyashti Devatas must come.

Katho Upanishad :

And that, from which the sun rises, and into which it merges, on that, all the Devata-s depend and no one goes beyond.
This is indeed That. [II – I – 9]

•

All Devatas resolve into Hiranyagarbha.
Pranamaya Kosha
Pancha Pranas

Pancha Karmendriyas
Purva Pakshi

Devatas refer to
Jivatma

Prana
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Vyasa : Kaushitaki Upanishad

There was formerly Gârgya Bâlâki, famous as a man of great reading; for it was said of him that he lived among the
Usînaras, among the Satvat-Matsyas, the Kuru-Pañkâlas, the Kâsî-Videhas. Having gone to Agâtasatru, (the king) of Kâsî,
he said to him: 'Shall I tell you Brahman?' Agâtasatru said to him: 'We give a thousand (cows) for that speech (of yours),
for verily all people run away, saying, "Ganaka (the king of Mithilâ) is our father (patron)."‘ [Chapter 4 – Verse 1]

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Upakrama – Chapter 4 – Verse 1
Ajata Shatru = I want to talk about Brahman (Not Jiva or Prana).
Upasamhara – Chapter 4 – Verse 20
Talks of Phalam – Moksha of learning Brahman.
Jiva, Prana Jnanam can’t give Moksha.
If Prana is Jeeva, creator of Devatas, it will be only relative creator not Absolute.
Hiranyagarbha :
o Created by Paramatma.
o Creator of Devatas. Relative meaning.
Mundak Upanishad :

Of the Gods, Brahmaji, the Creator and the protector of the universe, was self-born first. He gave out the knowledge of Reality
(Brahma Vidya), the knowledge of all knowledges, the foundation for all sciences, to his own eldest son, Atharva. [I – I – 1] 663

•

Paramatma = Absolute cause.

•

How does Vyasa explain Prana and Jiva in Kaushitaki Upanishad Chapter 4 – Verse 20?

•

Prana used in meaning of Brahman in some context.

a) Mundak Upanishad :

Knowing Him – the Prana, revelling in all beings, the wise man stops all his blabberings. Sporting in Self, delighted in Self
and doing acts (enjoined), this man is the best of those who know the Brahman. [III – I – 4]

b) Chandogya Upanishad :

Just as a bird tied to a rope flutters here and there, and when it cannot get any shelter anywhere, it surrenders itself to
its bondage; in the same way, O Somya, the mind runs in every direction, and when it fails to get a resting place
anywhere, it surrenders itself to prana, the vital force. The mind, O Somya, is tied to prana. [6 – 8 – 2]

c) Keno Upanishad :

Preceptor : It is the Ear of the Ear, the Mind of the Mind, the Tongue of the Tongue (Speech of the Speech) and also the
Life of the Life and the Eye of the Eye. Having abandoned the sense of Self or I-ness in these and rising above sense-life,
the wise become Immortal. [Verse 2]

•

Prana = Brahman.
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Jiva
Vachyartha
- Punarapi Jananam, Maranam
- Jiva – Brahman - Bheda

Lakshyartha
- Tat Tvam Asi
- You are Brahman
- Jiva – Brahman - Abheda

Word Meaning :
a) Jiva :
•

Because of Jiva and Prana reference in Kaushitaki Upanishad Chapter 4 – Verse 20,
Brahman is not subject matter.

b) Tad Vachyartha : Vyasa
•

It has been answered in Brahma Sutra Chapter 1 – 1 – 31.

If it be said that (Brahman is) not (meant) on account of characteristic marks of the individual soul and the chief vital air
(being mentioned); we say no, because (such an interpretation) would enjoin threefold meditation (Upasana), because
Prana has been accepted (elsewhere in the Sruti in the sense of Brahman) and because here also (words denoting
Brahman) are mentioned with reference to Prana. [I – I – 31]

•

Sense organs called Prana in some context.
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Mundak Upanishad :

From Him are born seven Prana-s, the seven flames, seven-fold fuel, the seven-fold oblations, as also the seven worlds
where the Prana-s move in the cave of living creatures; seven and seven. [II – I – 8]

•

Sapta Prana = 5 sense organs + mind + intellect.
Prana
Mukhya Pancha Prana
- Prana, Apana, Vyana, Samana,
Udana.

Lakshyartha
- Chakshu, Srotram, Sense organs,
Indriyam.

c) Lingaat :
•

Because of reference in Kaushitaki Upanishad Chapter 4 – Verse 20.

d) Na :
•

Brahman is not subject matter. If this is objection by Purva Pakshi, such objection is
negated.
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207. Sutra 18 : [Topic 36 – Sutra 124]

But Jaimini thinks that (the reference to the individual soul in the text) has another
purpose on account of the question and the reply; moreover, thus some also (the
Vajasaneyins) (read in their text or recension). [I – IV – 18]

• Jaimini, disciple of Vyasa, author of Purva Mimamsa supports our conclusion.
• Jiva and Prana referred in this section introduced only to reveal Paramatma.
Example :
• Sleeping person called by names does not wake up.
• Jiva is resolved, lying dormant in some place, therefore not responding.
• Where was Jiva lying dormant in sleep?
• From where does Jiva come out of sleep?
• Gargya does not know :
Locus to where Jiva goes to sleep.
• Source from which Jiva comes into waking.
• Jiva merges into Paramatma during sleep and arises from Paramatma in waking.
• Some idea in Taittriya Upanishad :
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To him (Bhrgu) he (varuna) a gain said : “that from which these beings are born ; that by which, having been born, these
beings live and continue to exist ; and that into which, when departing, they all enter ; that seekest thou to know. That is
Brahman”. He, (Bhrgu) performed penance ; and after having done penance…. [3 – 1 – 2]

•

During Srishti Jiva comes out from Paramatma and during Pralayam enters into
Paramatma.

•

Jiva topic as means of revealing Paramatma.

•

In all Vedantic texts, Primary theme is Paramatma.

•

What is role of Jiva – discussion?

•

Two contexts of Jiva discussion.
2 contexts
Vachyartha

-

Body, Mind, Chidabasa
Karta, Bokta, Punyavan, Papavan.
Jiva – Paramatma Bheda Drishti
Karya – Karana Sambanda
Jiva used as means to reveal Paramatma.
Karya Dvara Karana Bodhanartham.
Jaiminis Answer : Sutra 18
Central theme - Paramatma

Lakshyartha
- Implied meaning
- Jiva = Pure Chaitanyam minus
body, mind, chidabasa.
- Baga Tyaga Poraptanya Lakshana
- Jivatma = Paramatma, Abheda
Sambanda.
- Sutra 17 Vyasa Answer.
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Example :
Mundak Upanishad :

Two birds bound to each other in close friendship, perch on the self-same tree. One of them eats the fruits of the tree
with relish, while the other (just) looks on, without eating. [III – I – 1]

•

Dva Suparna – 2 Birds when separately introduced, Jivatma is means to reveal
Paramatma.

Definition of Paramatma :
•

Paramatma is Karanam from which Jiva rises and into which Jiva resolves (Locus,
Adhara).

•

In Supta Purusha Drishtanta.

•

Jiva = Vachyartha = Means to reveal Paramatma, not identical with Paramatma.

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

Ajatasatru said, When this being full of consciousness (identified with the mind) was thus asleep, where was it, and
whence did it thus come? Gargya did not know that. [II – I – 16]
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Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

Ajatasatru said, When this being full of consciousness is thus asleep, it absorbs at the time the functions of the organs
through its own consciousness, and lies in the Akasa (Supreme Self) that is in the heart. When this being absorbs them, it
is called Svapiti. Then the nose is absorbed, the organ of speech is absorbed, the eye is absorbed, the ear is absorbed,
and the mind is absorbed. [II – I – 17]

Word Analysis :
a) Anyartham Tu :
•

However, for another purpose.

b) Jaimini :

•

Refers to Jiva for another purpose.

c) Prashnav – Vakhyam :
•

Proved by Question and Answer.

•

Kaushitaki Upanishad – Question – Chapter 4 – Verse 18
Answer – Chapter 4 – Verse 19
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d) Api cha :
•

Moreover, Brihadaranyaka Upanishad – Question - 2nd Chapter – 1st Section – Verse 16
Answer – 2nd Chapter – 1st Section – Verse 17

e) Eke :
•

Some other Branches of Vedas also reveal this.

f) Evam :
•

Reveals Jivatma as means to reveal Paramatma.
Jiva / Prana

- Is identical with Paramatma
- As Lakshyartha (According to
Vyasa).

- Is Vachyartha means to reveal
Paramatma. (According to
Jaimini).
- Paramatma revealed as locus of
arrival and departure of Jiva.

Conclusion :

•

Paramatma alone is subject matter as Lakshyartha of Jiva in Kaushitaki Chapter 4 – 19.
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6th Adhikaranam – 4 Sutras

208.

Vyakyanvayat Adhikaranam

a) Vishaya : Brihadaranyaka Upanishad
•

Meitreyi Brahmanam Chapter 2 – 4 – 5 repeated in Chapter 4 – 5 – 6.

b) Samshaya :

Atma Vigyanena Sarva Vigyanam
Atma is Jivatma

- Purva Pakshi
- Kutamba Sahita Atma

Atma is Paramatma
- Flow of text supports Paramatma.
- Paramatma is existing in form of
Jivatma, Avastitehe.

Background :
•

Yagnavalkya decides to take Vidwat Sanyasa leaving Meitrei and Katyayini.
Vividisha

- Sanyasa for Sravanam, gaining
knowledge.

Vidwat
- Sanyasa after knowledge.
- For Nididhyasanam, keeping mind
in topic of Vedanta.

Meitreyi :
•

If I get all wealth of earth, will I get “Amrutatvam” – immortality, moksha?

•

With possession can have external condition of comfort.
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•

Happiness is internal condition of mind without Agitation.

•

Comfort is preference, not need. If available use it.

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

He said, It is not for the sake of the husband, my dear, that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of
the wife, my dear, that she is loved, but for one’s own sake that she is loved. It is not for the sake of the sons, my dear, that they are
loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of wealth, my dear, that it is loved, but for one’s own sake that it
is loved. It is not for the sake of the animals, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the
sake of the Brahmana, my dear, that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of the Ksatriya, my dear,
that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of the worlds, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s
own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of the gods, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved.
It is not for the sake of the Vedas, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of the
beings, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of all, my dear, that all is loved,
but for one’s own sake that it is loved. The Self, my dear Maitreyi, should be realised – should be heard of, reflected on and meditated
upon. When the Self, my dear, is realised by being heard of, reflected on and meditated upon, all this is known. [II – IV - 5]
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•

Tell me that source for happiness which is not dependent on possessions and comfort.

a) Whatever you love is for your own sake.
Love
Conditional

Unconditional

- All Anatma
- Body, Mind, God, world, if
favourable love them for
convenience..

- Atma – only object of
unconditional love.

b) Whatever is source of love is Ananda Svarupa.

•

We only love Ananda – happiness, Prema Svarupa, object of love.

•

Derive – Atma is eternal source of love.

Panchadasi :
Through the many months, years, ages and world cycles, past
and future, consciousness is the same; it neither rises nor sets
(unlike the sun) ; it is self-revealing. [Chapter 1 – Verse 7]
This consciousness, which is our Self, is of the nature of
supreme bliss, for it is the object of greatest love, and love for
the Self is seen in every man, who wishes, “May I never cease
to be”, “May I exist forever.” [Chapter 1 – Verse 8]

•

Atma alone eternal source of unconditional love.
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c) Since Atma is Ananda Svarupa.
•

Atma va are Srotavyaha… know that Ananda svarupa Atma.

d) By knowing Atma everything is known.
•

Idagum Sarvam veditavyam – Eka Vigyanena sarva Vigyanam.

Samshaya :
Which Atma
Jivatma

Shankara :
•

Paramatma
Vyasa :
- Flow of text indicates only
Paramatma.

Takes sample sentences.

a) Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

Then Maitreyi said, “What shall I do with that which will not make me immortal? Tell me, sir, of that alone which you
know (to be the only means of immortality).” [II – IV – 3]

•

Teach me that knowledge by which I can attain immortality. Jivatma Jnanam can’t give
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Amrutatvam.

b) Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

He said, It is not for the sake of the husband, my dear, that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of
the wife, my dear, that she is loved, but for one’s own sake that she is loved. It is not for the sake of the sons, my dear, that they are
loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of wealth, my dear, that it is loved, but for one’s own sake that it
is loved. It is not for the sake of the animals, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the
sake of the Brahmana, my dear, that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of the Ksatriya, my dear,
that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of the worlds, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s
own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of the gods, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved.
It is not for the sake of the Vedas, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of the
beings, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of all, my dear, that all is loved,
but for one’s own sake that it is loved. The Self, my dear Maitreyi, should be realised – should be heard of, reflected on and meditated
upon. When the Self, my dear, is realised by being heard of, reflected on and meditated upon, all this is known. [II – IV - 5]

•

Sarvagya Praptihi.

•

By Jiva Vigyanam can’t get Sarvagya Jnanam.
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c) Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

The Brahmana ousts (slights) one who knows him as different from the Self. The Ksatriya ousts one who knows him as
different from the Self. Worlds oust one who knows them as different from the Self. The gods oust one who knows them
as different from the Self. Beings oust one who knows them as different from the Self. All ousts one who knows it as
different from the Self. This Brahmana, this Ksatriya, these worlds, these gods, these beings, and this all are this Self.
[II – IV – 6]

•

Sarvatma Bava Vakhyam.

•

Atma is everything – Yadayatma.

•

If you know anything different from you, that object will limit you.

•

Know everything as myself – “Absolute I”.

•

Remedy for isolation and rejection is only Sarvatma Bava.

•

Everything in creation is Paramatma alone.

d) Brihadaranayaka Upanishad : Chapter 2 – 4 – 7 to 11
•

Atma is Jagat Srishti, Sthithi, Laya Karanam.
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Example :
i) Srishti :

•

From water mixed with wood (fuel) – smoke comes out.

•

From Maya mixed with Atma = Smoky world comes out.

ii) Sthithi :
•

From drum, particular sound mixed with general sound comes out.

•

Can’t know particular sound without general sound.

•

Dundibihi, Shankha, Veena Drishtantaha.

•

In and through recognition of particular words, general sound heard.

•

Similarly specific existence depends on general existence – “Absolute I”.

Dakshinamurthy Stotram :

(Salutations to Sri Dakshinamurthy Who Awakens the Glory of the Atman within us through His Profound Silence) By This
Throb Alone which is of the Nature of Eternal Underlying Awareness, the Unreal Forms get their Meanings and Appear
over the Mind, This Knowledge of the Atman Spoken of in the Vedas as "Tat-Tvam-Asi" is Imparted by Our Inner Guru as
a Direct Experience when we Surrender Whole-Heartedly to Him, By Direct Experience of this Knowledge, the Delusion
of being tossed within an unending Ocean of Worldly Existence will Not Appear Again, Salutations to Him, the
Personification of Our Inner Guru Who Awakens This Knowledge through His Profound Silence; Salutation to Sri
Dakshinamurthy. [Verse 3]
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•

Visesha shabda satta – can’t exist separate from Samanya Shabda – Satta.
Samanya Satta
- Brahman – absolute I
- Lends existence to visesha satta.

Visesha Satta
- Jagat.

iii) Laya Karanam = Samudra
•

Rivers merge, resolve into ocean. Because of trend of statements in Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad, Paramatma is Jagat Karanam.

Purva Pakshi :
•

I can quote statements which reveal Jivatma.

i) Brihadaranyaka Upanishad : Chapter 2 – 4 – 5
•

Nobody loves wife for wifes sake but for ones self alone.

•

Upanishad talks about self which has spouse, wealth, children, not nirguna Brahman.

•

Yagnavalkya gives list of Bogya Vishaya. Self is Bogta Atma = Jivatma.

ii) Brihadranyaka Upanishad : Chapter 2 – 4 – 12
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As a lump of salt dropped into water dissolves with (its component) water, and no one is able to pick it up, but from
wheresoever one takes it, it tastes salt even so, my dear, this great, endless, infinite reality is but Pure Intelligence. (The
self) comes out (as a separate entity) from these elements, and (this separateness) is destroyed with them. After
attaining (this oneness) it has no more consciousness. This is what I say, my dear. So said yajnavalkya. [II – IV – 12]

•

Vigyana Ghana – Atma Chaitanyam rises with body and resolves with Body –
appearing and disappearing chaitanyam.

•

Transactions appear and disappear with body.

•

Anitya chaitanyam is Jiva Chaitanyam not Paramatma.

•

Vijnayatvam = knower, Pramatma principle.

•

Paramatma = Apramata, Nirakar, Kutasta, Chaitanyam.

Vyasa :
•

Reconciliation statements given by 3 Acharyas.
3 Acharyas
Sutra 20

-

Asmarathyaha rishi
Jiva = Karyam
Paramatma = Karanam
Partial identity

Sutra 21

- Oudhi lomihi rishi
- Jiva is Would be
Paramatma in future.

Sutra 22

- Kasa kritsna rishi
- Aikyam
- Total identity
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209. Sutra 19 : [Topic 37 – Sutra 125]

(The Self to be seen, to be heard etc., is the Supreme Self) on account of the
connected meaning of the sentences. [I – IV – 19]

•

Self to be realised, heard, and reflected on and profoundly meditated is the meaning
gathered from Brihadaranyaka Upanishad passages Chapter 2 – 4 – 3 to 11.
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210. Sutra 20 : [Topic 37 – Sutra 126]

(The fact that the individual soul is taught as the object of realisation is an) indicatory
mark which is proof of the proposition; so Asmarathya thinks. [I – IV – 20]

Pratingya proposition by Asmarathyaha Rishi :
•

Eka Paramatma vigyanena sarva vigyanam.

•

Paramatma Vigyanam includes Jiva Vigyanam.

•

Possible only when Paramatma = Jivatma.

•

If Paramatma is different from Jivatma, knowledge of Paramatma will not lead to
knowledge of Jivatma.

•

Since Jivatma is non-different from Paramatma, in place of Paramatma, Jivatma can
also be talked about.

Word Analysis :
a) Pratingya Siddhi :
•

Pratingya – proposition given in Brihadaranyaka Upanishad Chapter 2 – 4 – 5 – Eka
Vigyanena Sarva vigyanam.
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b) Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

He said, It is not for the sake of the husband, my dear, that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of
the wife, my dear, that she is loved, but for one’s own sake that she is loved. It is not for the sake of the sons, my dear, that they are
loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of wealth, my dear, that it is loved, but for one’s own sake that it
is loved. It is not for the sake of the animals, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the
sake of the Brahmana, my dear, that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of the Ksatriya, my dear,
that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of the worlds, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s
own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of the gods, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved.
It is not for the sake of the Vedas, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of the
beings, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of all, my dear, that all is loved,
but for one’s own sake that it is loved. The Self, my dear Maitreyi, should be realised – should be heard of, reflected on and meditated
upon. When the Self, my dear, is realised by being heard of, reflected on and meditated upon, all this is known. [II – IV - 5]

b) Siddhi =Evidence.
c) Lingam :
• Talking of Jiva in place of Paramatma is clue to say, Jiva is nondifferent from
Paramatma.
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211. Sutra 21 : [Topic 37 – Sutra 127]

The initial statement identifies the individual soul with Brahman or the Supreme Self
because the soul, when it will depart (from the body), is such (i.e. one with the
Supreme Self); thus Audulomi thinks. [I – IV – 21]

• Rishi Oudilomihi establishes Jiva in place of Paramatma.
• Jiva is would be Paramatma, one day, will merge into Paramatma only.
Mundak Upanishad :

As flowing rivers get themselves disappeared in the ocean losing their special names and distinct forms, so the wise man free
from all his identifications with names and forms goes unto the highest of the high – the Supreme Divinity. [III – II – 8]

• River is would be ocean, gushing into ocean.
Word Analysis :
a) Utkramishryataha :
• Jivatma will transcend Nama Rupa, Varna, Sthula, Sukshma, Karana limitations
because that is his nature.
b) Evam Bavat :
• Jiva will get Paramatma Svarupam.
• Example : Medical students join college – put white coat…
c) Iti Oudilomihi :
• Says Rishi oudilomihi.
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212. Sutra 22 : [Topic 37 – Sutra 128]

(The initial statement is made) because (the Supreme Self) exists in the condition (of
the individual soul); so the Sage Kasakritsna thinks. [I – IV – 22]

•

3rd Rishi most appropriate justification.

•

Jiva in place of Paramatma because Paramatma alone remains, obtains in the form of
Jiva in the body.

•

Only Nama Bheda Natu Nami – (Vyastu Substance) Bheda.
Unenclosed Atma

Enclosed Atma within Body

Paramatma

Jivatma

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :
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Offering oblations in the fire saying, Svaha to the oldest, Svaha to the greatest, he drips the remnant adhering to the
ladle into the paste. Offering oblations in the fire saying, Svaha to the vital force, Svaha to the Vasistha, he drips the
remnant, etc. offering oblations saying, Svaha to the organ of speech, Svaha to that which has steadiness, he drips, etc.
offering oblations saying, Svaha to the eye, Svaha to prosperity, he drips, etc. offering oblations saying, Svaha to the ear,
Svaha to the abode, he drips, etc. offering oblations saying, Svaha to the Manas, Svaha to Prajati, he drips, etc. offering
oblations saying, Svaha to the organ of generation, he drips, etc. [VI – III – 2]

•

All Anupravesha Vakhyam.

•

Paramatma thought – let me create body and me myself function as Jiva.

•

Paramatma has done Grihapravesam and assumed new name Jiva.

Word Analysis :
a) Avastite :
•

Since Paramatma alone remains in form of Jiva in the body.

•

Jiva is mentioned in place of Paramatma in Meitreyi Brahmanam.

•

Avastite means Dwelling, residing, remaining in the form of Jiva.

Shankara not happy : by showing
Paramatma

Jiva and World

Karanam

Karyam

•

Partial Aikyam revealed, not total absolute identity – Aikyam – Atyantikam.

•

Jiva born out of Paramatma, not Pancha butani.
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Brighu Valli :
•

Jiva born out of Brahman.

Mundak Upanishad :

This is the truth : as from the flaming fire thousands of sparks, similar to its form (nature) issue forth ; so from the
Immortal (Brahman) O! my beloved youth, diverse (manifold) beings (Jiva-s) originate and they find their way back into
it. [II – I – 1]

•

Karya – Karana Sambanda only from Shariram Vyavaharika stand point.
Svarupa Drishtya

- Aikya Sambanda
- Jiva = Paramatma
Identical
Paramatma = Jivatma
- Not one born out of other.
- One knowledge itself is other.
- I and Paramatma have Aikya
Sambandha.

Vyavaharika Drishtya
- Paramatma = Karanam
- Jivatma = Karyam
- One knowledge leads to other.
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Oudlomini :
•

Jiva is “would be” Paramatma.
2 Defects

Jiva now not Paramatma

Question of time factor involved
- Jivatmas another state is Paramatma.
- Lower and higher states of consciousness
belongs to thinking intellect.

Ignorant state of mind

Wise state of mind

Lower state of consciousness

Higher state of Consciousness

•

1st Justification : Partial

•

2nd Justification : Future event

•

Amshas Aikyam – Total and eternal.

•

Paramatma now indwelling body as Jivatma, as reflected consciousness in the mind.
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Pratibimba Chaitanyam
- Temporary Chid
- Abhasa, Avataram
- Rises with mind in Jagrat and Svapna
Avasta.
- In Sushupti mind resolves, temporary
consciousness resolves.
- Transactional consciousness subject
to arrival and departure.
- Jiva not product, Karyam of
Paramatma.
- Turiyam conditioned by Upadhi is
Vishwa, Teijasa, Pragya.

Bimba Chaitanyam
-

Permanent Consciousness.
Nirvikara
Nityam
Beyond time + space.
Nontransactional consciousness, not
subject to arrival and departure.
- Avyavaharyam, Adrishyam.
- Paramatma alone manifesting as Jiva.
- Turiyam alone appearing as Antah
Pragyam, Bahish Pragyam, Pragyana
Ghanam.

Conclusion :
•

Atma in Brihadaranyaka Upanishad – Chapter 2 – 4 – 5 is Paramatma who appears as
Jiva with Upadhi.
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213.

7th Adhikaranam – 5 Sutras
Pratingyadhi Adhikaranam

Background :
•

Penultimate Adhikaranam of Samanya Adhyaya.

•

Upanishad reveals Brahman as unique object to be known.

•

Brahman = Jagat Karanam.
Both
Upadana

Nimitta

- God as Material Cause emphasised
more in Vedanta.
3 Reasons :
a) God as Intelligent cause stressed in
Karma Khanda, Srishti Karta.
b) God as Intelligent cause adds to
plurality.
c) Gives Moksha, Dvaitam removed.

- Intelligence cause – of Jiva + Jagat
is Ishvara.
- Plurality never goes.
- No Moksha.
- Nyaya and others Brahman =
Intelligence Cause.
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•

Brahman

Jagat

Karanam

Karyam

No Karyam different than Upadana Karanam.

Only Vedanta :
•

Brahman = Material Cause.

Vedantin :

•

Chetana Karana Vada.

Purpose of 7th Adhikaranam :
•

Brahmanaha Upadana Karanam.

•

Establish Advaita Teaching.
6 Astika Darshanams

- Sankhya – Matter
- Nyaya – Parama anu matter

Purva Mimamsa
- World like this all the
time.

Vedanta

- Chetana Karana Vada
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214. Sutra 23 : [Topic 38 – Sutra 129]

(Brahman is) the material cause also on account of (this view) not being in conflict
with the proposition and the illustrations (quoted in the Sruti). [I – IV – 23]

Word Analysis :
a) Prakrti Cha :
•

Brahman = Material of creation.

•

Prakarshena Kriti – material available for shaping into various products.

•

Gold, wood, clay, Prakrti – Pancha butas.

b) Cha :

•

Moreover.

c) Pratingya :
•

Eka Vigyanena Sarva Vigyanam Bavati.

Mundak Upanishad :

The great householder Saunaka duly approaching Angira in the prescribed manner asked. “What is That, my Lord, having
known which all these become Known?” [I – I – III]
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Chandogya Upanishad :

‘That teaching by which what is never heard becomes heard, what is never thought of becomes thought of, what is never
known becomes known?’ [Svetaketu asked] ‘Sir, what is that teaching?’. [6 – 1 – 3]

Brihadaranayaka Upanishad :

He said, It is not for the sake of the husband, my dear, that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of
the wife, my dear, that she is loved, but for one’s own sake that she is loved. It is not for the sake of the sons, my dear, that they are
loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of wealth, my dear, that it is loved, but for one’s own sake that it
is loved. It is not for the sake of the animals, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the
sake of the Brahmana, my dear, that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of the Ksatriya, my dear,
that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of the worlds, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s
own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of the gods, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved.
It is not for the sake of the Vedas, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of the
beings, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of all, my dear, that all is loved,
but for one’s own sake that it is loved. The Self, my dear Maitreyi, should be realised – should be heard of, reflected on and meditated
upon. When the Self, my dear, is realised by being heard of, reflected on and meditated upon, all this is known. [II – IV - 5]
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d) Dristanta : Examples
Mundak Upanishad :

As the spider projects and withdraws (unto itself) the web, as the herbs and plants sprout out from the earth, as hairs
grow on the head and body of man, so from the Imperishable Being comes out the universe. [I – I – 7]

Chandogya Upanishad :

O Somya, it is like this : By knowing a single lump of earth you know all objects made of earth. All Changes are mere
words, in name only. But earth is the reality. [6 – 1 – 4]

O Somya, it is like this : By knowing a single lump of gold you know all objects made of gold. All changes are mere words,
in name only. But gold is the reality. [6 – 1 – 5]

O Somya, it is like this : By knowing a single nail-cutter you know all objects made of iron. All changes are mere words, in
name only. But iron is the reality. O Somya, this is the teaching I spoke of. [6 – 1 – 6]
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Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

As, when a drum is beaten, one cannot distinguish its various particular notes, but they are included in the general note
of the drum or in the general sound produced by different kinds of strokes. [II – IV – 7]

As from a fire kindled with wet faggot diverse kinds of smoke issue, even so, my dear, the Rg-veda, Yajur-veda, Samaveda, Atharvangirasa, history, mythology, arts, Upanishads, pithy verses, aphorisms, elucidations and explanations are
(like) the breath of this infinite Reality. They are like the breath of this (Supreme Self). [II – IV – 10]
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As the ocean is the one goal of all sorts of water, as the skin is the one goal of all kinds of touch, as the nostrils are the
one goal of all odours, as the tongue is the one goal of all savours, as the eye is the one goal of all colours as the ear is
the one goal of all sounds, as the Manas is the one goal of all deliberations, as the intellect is the one goal of all kinds of
knowledge, as the hands are the one goal of all sort of work, as the organ of generation is the one goal of all kinds of
enjoyment, as the anus is the one goal of all excretions, as the feet are the one goal of all kinds of walking, as the organ
of speech is the one goal of all Vedas. [II – IV – 11]

e) Anuparodha :
•

Non contradiction.

•

Acceptance of Brahman as Material cause is in harmony with Pratingya and Drishtanta
of Upanishad.
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215. Sutra 24 : [Topic 38 – Sutra 130]

On account of the statement of will or reflection (to create on the part of the
Supreme Self, It is the material cause). [I – IV – 24]

Word Analysis :
a) Abhidya :

•

Intense meditation, thinking before painting, building, speaking, visualisation.

•

Abhid – Ebhyaha
↓
Vyapadishyati – 5th - case Karana Vitpatti.

•

Because of Vedic statement of visualisation.

b) Cha :
•

In Addition to reason of Previous sutra.

•

Before creation, Brahman visualised.

Taittriya Upanishad :

If he knows Brahman as non-existent, he becomes himself non-existent. If he knows Brahman as existent, then (they)
the world knows him to be existent. Of the former (anandamaya kosa), the Self is the essence. [II – VI – 1]
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Taittriya Upanishad :

Thereupon arise the following questions : does the ignorant, leaving this world, go there? Or, does the knower, leaving
this world, obtain That? [II – VI – 2]

He desired, “ I shall become many and be born. He performed tapas; having performed tapas, He created all this
whatsoever (we perceive). Having created it, He entered into it. Having entered it, He became the manifest and the
unmanifest, the defined and undefined, the housed and the houseless, knowledge and ignorance, truth and falsehood, and
all this whatsoever that exists. Therefore, it is called Existence. In this sense, there is the following Vaidika verse.” [II – VI –3]

•

Let me multiply into plurality multiplication belongs to Material Cause not Intelligent
cause.

•

Visualisation, Bagawans desire, indicates intelligent cause.
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Chandogya Upanishad :

That existence decided : ‘I shall be many. I shall be born.’ He then created fire. That fire also decided. ‘I shall be many.
I shall be born.’ Then fire produced water. That is why whenever or wherever a person mourns or perspires, he
produces water. [6 – 2 – 3]

•

Because of vedic statement of multiplication and visualition Brahman = Material
Cause + Intelligent cause of creation.
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216. Sutra 25 : [Topic 38 – Sutra 131]

And because the Sruti states that both (the origin and the dissolution of the universe)
have Brahman for their material cause. [I – IV – 25]

Srishti Karananam can be :

Nimitta
•

Upadana

Sthithi and Laya Karanam has to be Material cause only.

Chandogya Upanishad :

Silaka Salavatya asked Pravahana, What is the end of this earth? Pravahana said : Space, for everything that exists arises
from space and also goes back into space. Space is superior to everything. Space is the highest goal. [1 – 9 – 1]

•

Brahman = Srishti and Laya Karanam.

Mundak Upanishad :

This is the truth : as from the flaming fire thousands of sparks, similar to its form (nature) issue forth ; so from the Immortal
(Brahman) O! my beloved youth, diverse (manifold) beings (Jiva-s) originate and they find their way back into it. [II – I – 1]

•

Brahman = Srishti and Laya Karanam only if it is Upadana Karanam.
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Word Analysis :
a) Cha :
•

Also.

b) Sakshat Ubayo Nama :
•

Because of explicity mention of Brahman both as cause of origination and dissolution,
Brahman is Material cause.

c) Ubaya – Aamananat :
•

Shankara takes both mentioned – origination and dissolution as Material Cause.
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217. Sutra 26 : [Topic 38 – Sutra 132]

(Brahman is the material cause of the world) because it created Itself by undergoing
modification. [I – IV – 26]

Taittriya Upanishad :

In the beginning was verily this non-existence. From that the existent was born. That created Itself by itself. Therefore, it
is called the self-made or the well made. [II – VII – 1]

•

Brahman itself created.

•

Brahman – created + creator. Statement of self creation.

•

Cause and effect identical only when it is material cause.
Material Cause

Effect

Clay

Pot

Gold

Ornament

•

Differences are superficial.

•

Avasta Bheda Natu Vastu Bheda.
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Cause
- Undifferentiated State called God.
- Unmanifest
•

Effect
- Differentiated state called Jagat.
- Manifest

There is identity between cause and effect. Brahman is one substance.

For Mandah Adhikari :
•

Taittriya Upanishad – Chapter 2 – Section 6.

•

Brahman itself transformed, manifested into universe (moving Chetanam +
nonmoving Achetanam).

•

Intelligent cause can never become effect.

•

Carpenter can’t become furniture.

•

Becomes and used only for material cause.

Beginning :
•

God created world.

•

God is intelligent cause.

Madhyama Adhikari :
•

God became world. Taittriya Upanishad – Chapter 2 – Section 7.
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Sutra supports 2 ideas :
•

Identity between cause + effect.

•

Transformation of cause + effect.

•

Both support siddantins conclusion that Brahman = Material cause of creation.

Word Analysis :
a) Atma Krute :

•

Because of self creation – Tadatmanam Svayam Kurute.

b) Parinamat :
•

Transforming, becoming.
Paramartika Satyam Becomes
Satyam

Anrutam

Vyavaharika

Pratibasikam

•

Brahman did not require any Nimitta Karanam, created itself by itself.

•

Brahman is not Parinami Upadana Karanam.

•

Example : Milk – Curd.
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•

Brahman is Vivarta Upadana Karanam.

•

Example : Dreamer to Waker.

•

Brahman creates itself through apparent transformation.
3 levels of teaching creation

Mandah
- God created world
- Nimitta Karanam

•

Madhyama
- God became world
- Upadana Karanam

Uttama
-

God appears as world
Vivarta Karanam
Only here.
Brahman = Satyam
Jagat = Mithya

This Sutra – Brahman because of self creation, is material cause of creation.
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218. Sutra 27 : [Topic 38 – Sutra 133]

And because (Brahman) is called the source. [I – IV – 27]

•

Because of transformation Brahman is material cause of creation.

•

Yonihi = Womb of mother in which child grows.

Yonihi – 2 meanings
Direct

Indirect
- Lakshyartha
- Material cause of object
- Annam

- Vachyartha
- Womb mother
Jagat
Intelligent Cause
- Brahman
- Father

Maya
- Material Cause
- Mother
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Gita :
Whatever forms are produced, O Kaunteya, in all the wombs
whatsoever, the great Brahma (Mula Prakrti) is their womb,
and I the seed-giving father. [Chapter 14 – Verse 4]

Taittriya Upanishad :

To him (Bhrgu) he (varuna) a gain said : “that from which these beings are born ; that by which, having been born, these
beings live and continue to exist ; and that into which, when departing, they all enter ; that seekest thou to know. That
is Brahman”. He, (Bhrgu) performed penance ; and after having done penance…. [III – I – 2]

Mundak Upanishad :

That which is invisible, ungraspable, unoriginated and attributeless, that which has neither eyes nor ears nor hands nor
legs – that is Eternal, full of manifestations, All-pervading, Subtlest of the subtle – that Imperishable Being is what the
wise perceive as the Source of all Creation. [I – I – 6]
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Mundak Upanishad :

When the seer realizes the self-effulgent Supreme Being – ruler, maker and source of the Creator even – then that wise one,
Shaking off all deeds of merits and demerits, becomes stainless, and attains the Supreme state of Equipoise. [III – I – 3]

Vishnu Sahasranamam :

One who is the source of all; that is, there is no material cause other than Himself for the universe. He is also the
instrumental cause. One who excavated the earth, taking a unique form. One who recites the Sama chants.
Devakidddd-nandanah: The Son of Devaki in the incarnation as Krishna. The creator of all the worlds. A master of the
world. Here it denotes Rama. He who destroys the sins of those who adore Him, meditate upon Him, remember and sing
hymns of praise on Him. [Verse 106]

Word Meaning :
a) Gheeyate :
•

Brahman is yoni – source, Material Cause also.

Panini Sutra :
The prime cause of the agent of the verb jan to be born, is
called Apadana. [1 – 4 – 30]
When the Apadana-karaka (1 - 4 - 24) is denoted, the fifth
case-affix is employed. [2 – 3 – 28]
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Panini Sutra :
After a word being the name of a product, the abovementioned affix comes, to denote a thing which is the
primitive that is serviceable for that. [5 – 1 – 12]

Sankhya :

•

How material cause is conscious entity – it should be material.

•

How sentient entity material cause?

•

Inert matter alone material cause.

Mundak Upanishad :

As the spider projects and withdraws (unto itself) the web, as the herbs and plants sprout out from the earth, as hairs
grow on the head and body of man, so from the Imperishable Being comes out the universe. [I – I – 7]

•

Spider – sentient being – material cause of web.

•

In Human, hair and nail possible.

Purva Pakshi :
•

Kesha Loma – from physical body alone.
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Shankara :
•

Example to assimilate Vedantic teaching – to arrive at conclusion logic – secondary.

•

2nd Chapter – Brahma sutra – logic primary.

Conclusion :
•

Vishaya = Brahman

•

Samshaya = Brahman.
Brahman
Pradhanam is Upadana Karanam

Purva Pakshi

Is Upadana and Nimitta Karanam

Siddantin
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8th Adhikaranam – One Sutra
219.
Sutra 28 : [Topic 39 – Sutra 134]

By this all (the doctrines concerning the origin of the world which are opposed to the
Vedanta texts) are explained. [I – IV – 28]

•

Hereby all other theories as cause of universe are explained. Chetanam, Chaitanyam,
Consciousness is material cause of creation. Chetana Karana Vada established
Achetana Karana Vada refuted.

•

Sankhya – Pradhanam
Nyaya – Veiseshika – Paramanu

Theories refuted

•

Vyakyathu repeated 2 times to indicate end of chapter.

•

Summary of Samanvaya Adhyayanam.

a) Vishaya :
•

Entire vedanta.

b) Samshaya :
Cause of Universe
Chetanam

Achetanam

Siddantin

Purva Pakshi
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8 Adhikaranams – Section 4
Adhikaranam 1 to 3

Adhikaranam 4 to 7

Adhikaranam 8

Negation of Sankhya

Vyasa reestablishes
Chetanam Brahma is Cause
of creation.

Refutes all other systems
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